
INT EROFFICE MEM ORANDUM

TO: BURST GROUP

FROM: LEE SAMUEL FINN

SUBJECT: MINUTES

DATE: 1/13/03

In attendance
• PSU: Ashley, Finn, McNabb, Summerscales, Sutton
• Syracuse: Saulson
• LSU: Daw
• Florida: Klimenko
• LLO: Yakushin
• Oregon: Leonor
• MIT: Shoemaker, Cadonati, Ballmer, Katsavounidis
• CIT: Sylvestre, Marka, Drever
• LHO: Rauha, Raab, Schofield
• AEI-Golm: Mukherjee

Note: Actions are highlighted with prefix “Action:”.

1) Announcements
a) Joint Burst/Inspiral face-to-face meeting on vetoes is on: Mon 27 Jan to Tues 28

Jan, Louisiana
b) Ed Daw will be the speaker for the Burst Group at the April APS meeting (Erik

Katsavounidis will give the overall data analysis talk.)
2) S1 analysis update

a) GEO (Mukherjee)
i) Excess power pipeline in continuous operation since last week. Has

processed 1wk GEO S1 data. TFCluster has completed run through data.
PQMonitor has produced diagnostic triggers over entire data set as well.

ii) Discussing plans for S2. Currently planning same pipeline. Balasubramanian
working on a new ETG, but will not be complete for S2.

iii) Coincidence with S1 data? Commitment is to proof of principle. We are near
(McNabb) to being able to add timing coincidence with detectors at three or
more distinct locations. Also (Sutton) amplitude cut code ready for
introduction into existing (Cadonati) code. Recommend that existing code
based be evolved to do all these things. Whether we do on S1 or S2 depends
on when S2 data is ready and when code has been evolved. Action: Sutton,
McNabb, Finn will coordinate with Cadonati.

b) Distribution of draft report in advance of 20 Jan discussion
c) LIGO untriggered search

i) Database filled and events ready for use.
ii) Playground data removed from re-run. Action: Cadonati will modify S1

technical report to insert new figures and modify text as appropriate.
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iii) Whitening and pre-conditioning: Shurov has been working on developing
per-segment filters. Do we do this for S2? Clearly we need to address filter
ringing, either by base-banding or by a filter with a less sharp roll off. This
should not be confused with the also important question of per-segment
filters that reflect the changing noise power spectrum. Action: Daw, Shurov,
Summerscale and Finn will work together to address first filter ringing.

d) Calibration status
i) New datacond action that does calibrations with time-dependent

calibrations. Exists only on ldas-dev: not sure when next version is pushed to
sites.

e) Vetos (Ballmer)
i) Reran trigger production: got identical triggers. Triggers being ingested into

database (from files).
ii) Ballmer will be involved in commissioning activities for the next month.

Action: Finn/Saulson Need to identify someone who can carry veto work
forward.

iii) Calibration group needs to determine a single format for calibrations. This is
in progress.

f) Investigation into coupling between IFO and AS_Q channel (Ito, Schofield)
i) Choice of safety factor? Ito investigating. Will be an issue for Veto Summit.

3) E9 plans
a) Who will be at the sites? LLO: Saulson, Sutton, Klimenko, Marka, Zweizig, Daw;

LHO: Ballmer.
4) S2

a) Will we have access to calibration lines for S2? Not clear. Data volume is an issue
if we sample; however, can we record line in a narrow bandwidth , or just
starting phase and line amplitude since the line is likely clocked by the same
clock that would be used for lock-in? Will take this off-line with the impacted
groups. Action: Shoemaker will generate first e-mail on this topic.

b) We need goals for on-line running during S2.  Analysis web pages Laura was
producing during S1 were very useful for decision making in control room re:
problems that were spied in some channels but not showing up in analysis.

c) Run coordination: there are some questions regarding when we have to freeze S2
ETGs. Action: Weinstein will pursue with Brady, keeping Finn & Saulson
informed.

d) Request from Shawhan/Marka for hardware injection plan. Weinstein took this
on for S1 and E7.
i) Things we need to be sure we have include probe of pure common mode.
ii) Things we have from S1 are (up to new amplitude), differential mode for sin-

Gaussians (Q=9) in pure differential and for several sky positions that are not
face-on.

iii) Would like to have excitation of each arm separately.
iv) Do we need/prefer ITM*, ETM*, DARM, recycling mirror, mode-cleaner

injections? Weinstein will coordinate with Schofield. Action: Schofield and
Weinstein will circulate their plan for comment.

v) PEM injections? Marka willing, but needs a detailed plan.
5) Discussion of goals, new priorities.

a) Finn asked for consideration of a change to pipeline: in particular, veto after
coincidence. Action: Finn will circulate e-mail spelling out the proposed change
and raising questions for discussion.
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